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                          Abstract

   We have inveg.tigated the properties of highly excited Rydberg
states to establish a way to detect highly excked states seleetively
with pulsed field ionization rnethod ai}d to see possible coherent ef-
fects in highly excited Rydberg states with n > 90 in pulsed electric
field. The experiinent on the fiel(l ionization process of the Rydberg
states with tl}e principal qiiantum number n = 98 - 150 ii} 85Rb has

been ea.rried out. For the first time, it hcas been observed that the

electric field necessary to ionize the Rydberg states takes discrete val-

ues successively depei}ding on the slew rate. Specifically the slew-rate

dependei}ce of tl}e ionization field lias varied with the quantiim defect

value of the states, i.e., with the energy position of the states relative

to the adjacent manifold. Tl}is transitional behavior in tl}e field ion-

ization shows regular dependence oii tl}e principal quantum number
n, thus indicating that this behavior is quite gei}eral and applicable

to a wide raBge of higher-lying Rydberg states. Fbeom tl}ese charac-
teristic behaviors, it is strollgly siiggesLed that the coherence in the

tirne evolution under ti}e pulsed electric field plays decisive role in field

ionization. By selecting tl}e shape of the pulse of the applied electric

field properly, it is tl)erefore possible to strii}gently select a low-e state

from the close-lying states by field loRization. The differences in the

field lonization values have been found to be large eBough, for exam-
ple, the field ionization va,l"e for lils state has been as three times as
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ehat for the 111p state. The transitional behavior observed here brings

lls a new powerftil method to selectively field-ionize the low e states

frorn the many close-lying states, tl'iiis opening a new way to apply
the highly excited Rydberg states to fundamental physics research.
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1 Xntroduction

   Highly excieed Rydberg states [1] have many illteresting properties axxd

provide ideal and versatile situations in various field of physics. Particu--

iarly, since the Rydberg atoms are coupled strongiy to electromagnetic fie!d,
they play important ro}es in the fie}d of the cavity quanÅíum electrodynamics
(cavity QED) [2]. For example, Hullet et a,l. carried out an experiment to
suppress spontaReous ernission in the circular orbit Rydberg state in cesium
[3]. By suppressing spontaReous emission, it becomes possible to reduce the

naeurai width in spectroscopic experimeitts and to improve the significance

in measurements of many physical constants. IB another example of exper-
iment, ",Iesehede et a,l. realized a single atom maser in a superconducting
cavity [41. Using single atom maser, iÅí was possible to determine the statistics

for a small number of photons iR a cavity [5]. Also Rydberg states have been

suggested to be utilized for the quaRtum computation [6]. As an example
of such developrnent, Rauschenbeutel et a,l. realized a quantum phase gate
operating on qiiantum bits carrled by a single Rydberg atom and a zero- or
one-photon field in a high-Q cavity. rl'his gate is an essentia} tool for Ronde-

structive measurement of siRgle photon and for maRipulation of many-qubit
eRÅíanglement iR cavity QED.
   Although Rydberg atom.g have great potentiality for Åíaking an active
parÅí in the various field of physics as described above, the highly excited

Rydberg states with priRclpal quantum niimber n greater than 80 have not
been well utMzed so far. This sieiiation is part}y due to the lacl< of detailed

1<nowledge on the properties of such highly excited Rydberg staÅíes, and also
due to the increasing difficulty in the seiective detecÅíion of a particular state

among many close-lying staÅíes. The purposes of our preseRt experiment aye
to investigate the properties of siich highly excited Rydberg states and then
to open a stringent way to selectively field-ionize Åíhe highly excited sÅíates

for applying such states to studies of fimclamental physics. IR this thesis, the

experimental resiilts oR the field ionization process of the Rydberg states with
the principal quantum mimber n ranging from 98 to 150 in rubidium (85Rb)
under pulseCl electric field are pareseRÅíed and discusse(l. As aR introcluctioR

for t}}is thesis, two concrete purposes in the present experiment are described

   Rydberg atoms in the axioR search experiment
   In the astroparticle physics, it is one of the most important problems to
clarify the character of the darl< matter which occiipies the most part of the
matter energy in the Universe [7, 81. According to the receRt arguments in
cosmology, it is the most promislng model that the universe consists of 35 tr/o of
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Figure 2 : The most promising axion mass from the misalignment production.

the cold dark matter and 65 U/o of the dark energy (or cosmological constant)

[9]. The axion, which was invoked in the quantum chromodynamics (QCD)
to solve the strong CP problem [10], is one of the most promising candidates

for the non-baryonic cold dark matter particles in the Universe. The mass
(m.) window of axions still open is between 1 u,eV and 1 meV (Fig. 1).
According to Raffelt's analysis [12], a plausible mass range for dark matter
axions Iies from 6 p,eV to 250 p,eV or 2 meV. Furthermore if the whole part
of cold dark matter consists of the axions and the axions were created from
the misali.qnment production in the early Universe [13], the axion mass is
predicted to be about 10 peV as the cold dark matter occupies the 35 O/o
fraction of the energy density in the Universe (see Fig. 2).

   Although many ideas have been proposed to seameh for dark matter ax-
ions, it seems now the most efficient way for the dark matter axion search
to utilize the Primakoff process [14]. Fig. 3 shows the schematic diagram
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of our experimentai system called CARRACI< (gosmic Amxion R-eseach wlth
B,ydberg Atoms in resonaBt Savities in Ltyoto) to search for axions over a'
wide range of mass with the Primakoffprocess [l5,l6,17,l8,191. The principle

of axion deÅíection in CARRACK is as follows. The axion is converted iRto
a photon iR a cavity (eonversion cavity) exposed to a strong magnetic field.
[l]he coRverted phoÅíon is led iRto another cavity (detectioR cavity) via a cou-

pling hole. Atoms (85Rb) in the ground state from an atomic beam source are

excited to a Rydberg state by two-step laser excitation just in front of the de-

tecÅíion cavity. Passing through the cletection cavity, Ry(lberg atoms absorb

the axion-converted-photons and are excited to the upper state. "Ilransition
frequency between the upper akd the lower Rydberg states is set to be equa}

to the cavity resonanÅí freqiiency. Tke Rydberg atoms in the upper state are
selective}y ionized by means of the field ionization. The eleetrons ÅíLnyom the

Rydberg states ame detected by an electroR detector. To reduce the ther-
mal bacl<ground photoRs in the cavlty, the whole cavities aRd field lon2zation

system are cooled down to 10 ml< range with a dihition rehigerator.
   The frequency of the converted photolt Iies in the microwave range. The
characteristic featm-e of CARRACK is thus to use the Rydberg atom as
a detector for the axioit-converÅíed photon. Although Rydberg atoms have
various interesting character!stics, two of them are the most important for
our experimenÅí as seen latey in section 2:

1) in the highly excited Rydberg states, the energy difference between n and
     n + 1 levels !ies in the microwave range.

2) the electric diploe transition probability between n and n + 1 levels is

     very high dne to the large overlap of the wavefunctions,

These indicate that the Rydberg atoms are veyy suitable for the microwave
detector [20,21,221. Quantum theoretical analyses [15,16,17,19] revealed that

the Rydberg-atom single-photon detector in resonant cavities is very eMcient

for darl<-matter-axion search.

   In our system, most important things are how the noise from thermal
blackbody photons is reduced and how the iipper Ryclberg state is detected
separate!y from Åíhe !ower Rydberg state. There have been, however, no ex-
periments which investigated the characterisÅíies of g, uch higher excited Ryd-

berg states with n > 8e in detail, partly because of the difiiculty in selectively

detectillg a parÅíicular state from many close-lying states; in such highly ex-

cited states, the field ionization process geRerally oecurs both through the

non-adiabatic and adiabatic transitions, resulting multiple ionization thresh-

old and the selective detection of a particular state becomes increasiRgly
more difi}cult.
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    The first purpose of this experiment is thus to estab}ish a way to detect
such higher excited states seiecÅíively with the piilsed field ionization method.

    Rydberg atoms in the coherent time evolution
   Anothey interesting polnt is the effect of cohereRce in time evoiution of

state in pulsed eleetric field. Higkly excited Rydberg states provide maBy
ideal and versatile situation foi' investigating the coherence effects in the time

evolution of a quantum system with many potential-energy curves Åíhat cross
oRe another [23].

   Before describing the coherent process, a simple mode} without effects
of the coherent process is coRsidered. As an example, in Fig. 4 (eited from
Ref.[24]) shown is the calculated energy diagram of Rb l7n.,•l = 1/2 states
iR the electric field (called Staxl< map). IncreasiRg the electric field, the en-

ergy leve}s shift and cross each other. OR crossing points, tkey are traversed
adiabaticaliy or diabatically depeBdlRg on the slew rate as to be describecl
in detail in seÅëtion 2.2. If the traversals a[re completely ad2abatic in all
the level crossing points, 18p state, for example, passes along the solid line.

Such situation is called "piire}y adiabatie" in this thesis. In a similar way,

if the traversals are compietely diabatic, 18p state goes tkrough the broken
line ("purely diabatic"). Bikt iR fact, since each transition occurs with a

certain probability depending on the slew rate in each crossing, the pop-
ulated leveis axe distri'buted widely beÅíweeR the purely adiabatic and the
pureiy diabatic paths. Further increasing the electi"ic field, the Ievels reach

the ionization thresholds finally and thus the ioRization thresholds are also
(listributed wi(ieiy.

   In Fig. 5 (cited from Ref.[27]) shown is an exampie of experimental re-
sult for pulsed field iokizatioR of Rydberg states in sodium. As the electric

field reaches the field ionization threshold, continuoi}sly distributed levels are

ionized, and thus the ionization signals are distributed widely between the
purely adiabaÅíic case and the purely diabatic case.

   On the other hand, in the coherent process, the levei crossings caRnot be
treated independently of one another and the Åíransitions cannot be traced
on the Stark map simply, since the interference amollg Stairl< leveis canRot be

ignored. Although the ceherent effect is quite complicated and Bot easy to
be interpreted strictiy, it is predicted in Harmin's model calculation [23] with

a simplified situation that only small number of levels are actually populated
due to the interference effect and Åíhe ionization threshold has discrete values

depending on the slew rate. Since the nurr}ber of ievei crossings increatges
rapidly with increaging n, it is expected that the coherent effect plays more

important Tole in higher excited Rydberg states Åíhan in iower excited states.
   In the previous experlmeBts for pu}sed field ionization (sodium in [25,26,27,
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28], potassium in [29], iitdkim iR [30]), Rydberg states for n up to 70 have

been investigaÅíed ancl no detailed studies have been performed fii:ther for
higher n states.

   The second piirpose of this experiment is thus to seek the possible coher-
ent effect in highly excited Rydberg states as n > 80 in the pulsed electric

field. Considering the previous results described above, we kave invesÅíigated

the behavior of Rydberg states with n. raiiging from 98 to 150 ln the pulsed
electric field.

   As the result of the present investigation, the following points have been
clarified. It has been observed for the th"st time Åíhat ill high slew rate regime

in the applied pu}sed electric field, the field ionizatioR process has a single

Åíhreshold value: Specifically the ionization electric field has tal<eR discyete

values successively with increasing slew rate, and tliis dependence has var-
ied with the poslÅíion of the states relative to the adjacenÅí manifold. This

transitional behavior in the field ionization has shown regular dependence on

Åíhe prineipal quantmn nuraber n, thus indicating t}iat this behavior is quite

gelleral alld applicable to a wide rc`mge of higher-lying Rydberg states. Fi"om

these characteristic behaviors, it is strokgly suggested thaÅí the coherence in

the tirne evolution under the piilsed electric field plays deeisive role iR field

IOBIZat10rl.

   By selecting the skape of the pulse of the applied electric field properly,

it is therefore possible Åío stringently select a low-e state from the close-lying

states by field ionizatioR. The differeRces in the field ionization values were

foimd to be large enough, for example, the field ionization value for 111s
state is as three times as that for the 111p staÅíe.

   In sectioR 2, characteristlcs of a Rydberg atom aRd iÅís behavior in the
electric field are described in detail. In sectioll 3, the experimental setup and

procedures are described. The results of the preseRt experiment are presented

in section 4 and discussed iR section 5. In section 5, the experimental resulÅís

are especially discussed in the context of coherent and incoherent processes
in the time evolution. The conchksion is in section 6.
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2 RydbergAtems
2.1 General Characteristics of Rydberg Atoms

   Rydberg atoms are highly excited atoms near to ionization limit with
Iarge prineipai quaRkim number n. Their binding energy is given by the
Rydberg formula,
                    Wne =R/ (n-6e)2 = R/n'2, (i)
where R is the Rydberg coRsÅíant 13.6 eV, 6e is the quaBtum defecÅí of the
states of angular momentum e, and n* = n - 6e is the effective principal
quaRtum Rumber. For low e states, the penetration and polarization of the
ion core by the vaience elecÅíron lead to large quankiiii defects and to strong

departures firom hydrogenic behavior. As e increases, an orbit of valence
electron becomes more circiilar aRd the atom becomes more hydrogeRic. In
particular for alkali atom.g, the quaRtum defect of aR neo' state is g2ven by

      6"es == 6o + (. -626,)2 + (. .6`6,)4 + (. ww666,)6 + (. -686e)s '''' (2)

where 6o, 62... are experimentally determiked parameters for Åíhe all<ali
atoms. The parameters 6o, 62... in Eq. 2 for 85Rb are given in [l]abie 1
(cited fyom Ref. [31]). Substituting Eq. 2 iRto Eq. 1, the binding eRergies of

the Ievels, W.eo• are given by

                       wneo ": (. -Rasi.ke,)2) (3)

where R.ik is the Rydberg coBstant for the alkali atom.

   The Rydberg atoms have following characteristics:

1) small energy difference between n and n + 1 levels;
     AWn == Wn+1 ww Wn As R/n*3, AWIoe at 7 GHz.

2) Iarge El ÅíransiÅíion rate between n and n+ 1 }evels;
     <n + ll er ln> oc n*2, D. (sec-i) FJ 105n'4 (AW. (eV))3,

     Pioo ft 3 Å~ i04 secnvi.

3) long life time;

     7n o( n'3 (fore<< n), 7Tioo FJimsec. T. o( n"5 (forexs n). ,

   The above item 1) shows the energy difference betweeB the adjacent Ry-
dberg states Iies in the rnicrowave range. In Åíhe case of n N 100, for example,

the waveiength of Åíhe microwave corresponding to the transitioB frequency
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Table 1: 85Rb quantum defect parameters [3i] .

Series o
5

2
6

4
6

6
6 8

6

nSl12

nPl12

nP312

nP3 2,52

3.13109(2)

2.65456(15)
2.64145(20)
1.347157(80)

O.204(8)

O.388(60)

O.33(18)
-O.59553(18)

-18
-7.904

-O.97495
-1.50517

116.437
 14.6001
 -2.4206

-405.907
 -44.7265
  19.736

between n and n+ 1 is of the order of centimeter. The item 2) shows the Ry-

dberg d" tom is strongly coupled with electromagnetic field in the microwave
range. I}rom 3) the transitions to the nearby states are dominant for e Fs n,

while for e << n the transitions near to the ground staÅíe are dominant. IR
the fiBite temperature, the total life time TS is given by

                           111                          }i, =]E+Ei,ifib (4)

where T.bb is the life Åíime induced by the blacl<body radiatioR and

                            .kb ., nti13 (s)

where T is the temperatiire. As an example, Tibobo tv 1.9 msec at 77K and
rioo N 1.3 msec, and then Tloo(77K) is about O.8 msec.

2.2 Rydberg Atoms in the Electric Field

   As seen above, the bindiRg eRergy of valence electron in Rydberg atom
decreases rapidly with increasing qtuantum number n and is stroBgly affected
by the extemal field. In this sectioR the behavior of Rydberg atoms iit electric

field is considered. The equations in this section are expressed in atomic imits

which are defined so that all the relevant parameters for the ground state of

hydrogen have magnitude one (Tab}e 2 [1]).
   Consider first a hydrogen atom with its micleus at the origin in the pres-

ence of an external fie!d F along the z-axis. The potential experienced by
an electron is given by
                                 1                         V(r) :---Fz, (6)
                                 r
and has a saddle point at l... :1/V7ii (see Fig. 6). The potential at the

saddle point is

                          Vmax == wu2V75• (7)
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Table 2: Atomic uniÅí [1].

Quantity Atomic unit Definitiok

Mass
Charge
Eitergy

Length
Velocky
Electric fieid

Electron mass
Electron charge
Twice the ionization potential of hydrogen
Radkis of ao, the first Bohr orbit

VelociÅíy of the first Bohr orbit

Field at the fixst Bohr orbit

9.1 Å~ 10m28g

1.6 Å~ 10-l9c

27.2eV
o.s2gA
2.19 Å~ 108cm/sec

5.14 Å~ 109V/cm

V

Zmax
z

Umax
l

t!-/L--

x
iK

Å~N-
-

wavefunction

potential
barrier

Figiiye 6: Combined Couiomb-Stark potential
field in the z direetioR. A state can be ionized

electron to surmount the potential l)arrier.

along the z axis with eieetric

if its energy is enough for the
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   Classically, the electrons with energy W. = -l/27?,2 above V... are ion-

ized by the fie!d. The classical threshold field for ioxxization of a state n is

given by,
                   Fc -- 161.4 =3'2(1.0,O)` V/cm (s)

   In an electric field the clegeneracy of the energy levels is resolved in hy--

drogenic atoms and the levels split in propoytion to the magnitude of the
field (the first order Starl< shift). The set of the energy levels degeneihated

in zero field for each principal quantum number n is called `Cmanifo}d" . The

splitting due to electric field is given approximaÅíely as

                              3                       AW=iF(ni-n2)n, (9)
where ni aBd n2 are the parabolie quantum numbers [1] and relaÅíed to n alld

the magnetic quantum number m by

                       n== ni+n2+lm[+1. (10)
In Fig. 7 (cited from Ref. [321) showii is the Strak structure of Hydrogen.

The solid line shows the classical field ionization threshold described above

and the broken liRe shows the first level crossing points given by

                   Fc= 3;., == o.i7(i20)5 v/,.. (n)

   A}though Eq. 8 is, in a practiÅëa} sense, Rearly exact also for non-hydrogenic

atoms, the real ionization process is rather complicated. The field ionization

for non-hydrogenie atoms is classified into two processes; adiabatic or dia-
batic. Consider the all<ali atoms i}i a slowly rising field. In zero fie}d, the

eRergy of alkali atem is given by Eq. 3 in which the levels are ordered by
the effective quantum number n'. The zero field spacing between Aevels is
given by AW : (6e - 6e+D/n3.
   In noR-hydrogenic atoms the splitÅíing begins from the secoRd order Starl<
shifÅí in the low e states due to the presence of Åíhe finite-sized ionic core. The

Star}< shift Al7V of the low e state jnJm.> is given by

                                                      '              Aw =. -i.,F2 ve g,,,37n 72JJ +(JII I)F2, (12)

where cuo and cu2 are the scalar and tensor polarizabilities, respectively [ll.

   In Fig. 4 shown is the energy diagram of Rb i7n,jl == 1/2 states in the
electrie field. It is noted that the degeneracy of low e states, s, p and d, is
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Figllre 8: [l]wo SÅíark levels with an avoided crossing of cve. An adiabatic
passage is shown in soiicl arrow and a diabatic passage !s in hroken aryow.

resolved in zero field, and the p state locates above the manlfo}d aBd the s
aBd the d sÅíates below Åíhe manifold.
   The second effect of the presence of the finite sized ionic core (zi.e., the

presence of the nonzero qi}antum defects) is the avoided crossings between
the Stark states. In zero field or }ow fields, e is a good quantum number.
WheR the field reaches a value such that the ,geparation between Starl< states,

3nF, is equal to the above AW, the e states are no longer good eigenstates.
If the field reaches this value in comparable to or }onger time than the inverse

of AIV, the passage is adiabatic.
   When the field reaches 1/3n5, an avoided crossiBg with Starl< staÅíes of

the same m but adjaeent n are ekcountered. Consider Åíhe isolated avoided
crossing with the separaÅíion energy cvo between two levels (see Fig. 8). If the
crossiRg is traveysed slowly compared to 1/wo, the inveyse of the magnitude

of the erossing, the traversal js adiabatic (solid aryow in Fig. 8) and the atom

remaiRs in the same adiabatic energy level. If the crossing is traversed fast,
the traversal is diabatic (broken arrow). The time differeBtial of the electric

field, slew rate, is defined as S = dF/dt. Defining S. by

                       SX"(ddWF,Www02ddwF,)7 (13)

where cll>Vi/clF altd dW2/cl.F are the Starl< shifts for eac}i !evels, the adiabatic

transiÅíion at tl[te avoicled crossing occurs by the probabi}ity D given by the
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Landau-Zener formula [33],

                         D:exp (-2T g'). (14)

In Fig. 4, if the traversals are completely adiabatic in all the level crossing

points, 18p state passes along the solid line. The situation is ca!led "purely

adiabatic" in this thesis. In a similar way, if the traversals are completeiy

diabatic in ail the level crossing points, 18p state pasf es aloBg the brokell line

(`tpurely diabatic"). In an actual situation it is generally the case that many

Ievels are populated through many trajectories between the purely adiabatic
and the purely diabatic paths, depending on the siew rate at each crossing.

2.3 Fieldlonization
   In Fig. 9 schematic diagrarn of the field ionization process on the Stark
eRergy map together with the c}assicai field ionization threshold line is shown.

Upper half levels of the manifold are calieCl "blue" states and the highest
level is called the "bluest" state, while lower half levels ealied "red" states

and the lowest level called the "reddest" state. IB the Eq. 9 the bkiest state

corresponds to the case ni -n2 = n- i and the reddest state ni -n2 == 1 -n.
In the case of piirely diabatic, the bluest leve} passes along the trajectory (a)

and the re(ldest levei (d). The ionization threshoids of these states are giveR

by
                                       1
                          Fc(biiieSt)N21n4) (15)

                                        l                          Fc (reddest)N g.4, (16)

from Eq. 7 and 9. In the case of pm"eiy adiabatic, the bluest level and the
reddest levei pass aloRg the trajectories (b) and (c) respectively, and then
the ionizatioR occurs wheit the field reaches N 1/16n4.

   In a hydrogenic atom, however, the ioRization process does Rot behave
iR a slmilar way. In Fig. 10 shown is the energy levels of the Hydrogen
n = 15, 7n, == O Starl< levels (clted from Ref. [1]). While the reddest state is

ionized at the field tv l/9n4, the bluest state is ioRlzed at higher field. In

Fig. 11 shown is an example of the eharge distribution fox hydrogen (n = 8)
in electric field (cited from Ref. [34]) whose directioit is showlt with aR arrow

for each figiire. "]]he reddest state and the bliiest state correspond to Fig.

11 (a) and (h), respectively. IR the case of tke reddest state, since the outer

eiectron Iies in the negative side in the direction of electi"ic field, it ig, easy to

ionize the electron. OR the other hand in the case of the bliiest state, since
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Figure 9: Schematie diagram of ionization process on the Stark energy map.
The arrows (a) to (d) indicate possible trajectories for "purely adiabatic';
((b) and (c)) and "pirrely diabatic" ((a) and (d)) transitions.
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the outer electron }ies in the positlve side in the direction of electric field, it

is hard to ionize the electxon.

   IR a non-hydrogenic atom, there are two forms of field ionization. The
first is lil<e kydrogen. A state of app;oximate quantum mimber ni can itself
ionize, l<eeping the same value of ni, in a field lf its eRergy is enough for the

elecÅíron to surmount the potelltia} barrier (see Fig. 6). Rates for this form

of ionization inerease rapidly in the vicinity of the threshold for classica}

ioRizatioll, just as in hydrogen. In this form of ionization tke blue states
require higher fields for ionization than re(l states of the same energy. 'Iihe
secoitd form of ionizaÅíion is similar to autoionization [1]. IR a non-hydrogenic

atom ni is not a good quantum Rumbex and bound states of high ni are
coupled to Stark contiRua of low ni. Diie to the infiuence of the crossing to

the recl states of the upper manifold, tl}e ionizatioB of the blue states occurs

at lower electric field as described above (Eq. 15).

   Since in practice the levels distribute continuously betweeR the piire}y

adiabatic way and the purely diabatic way depending on the s}ew rate in
each crosg, ing as mentioned above, the ionization threshold a}so distrib"tes

coRtimiously depeRding on the slew rate. In Fig. 12 the variatlon of the field
ionizaÅíion signals with varyiRg slew rate in the experimeRt of Neijzen et a,l.

in indium atom is showR (cited from Ref. [30]). The trajectory O shows the
purely adiabatic path. In the trajectory @, Åíhe }evel passes through adia-

batically at the first crossing and diabatically at all the other crosslngs. IR

the trajectory (l}), the levels pass through more diabatically. With increasing

slew rate, at the first the component @ is iRci-easlng, and then the compo-
Bent (ll) is more dominant, ,!1,.Åíe:, the diabatic componeRt is more doxninaRÅí
with increasing slew rate. It is in iroted that in Åíhe adiabatic path O the ioR-

ization occurs as the Ron-hydrogenic type aRd in the diabatic path (21), (S)

the ionizaÅíioRs occur as the hydrogenlc type in this experiment.

   As described above, it is, therefore, very important to eontrol the slew
rate for the selective field ionization. [I]here are two ways to apply the e}ectric

field in the field ionization and they have different characteristics. In Fig. 13

two types of the time dependence of the app}ied electric field are shown. Fig.
13(a) shows the DC field in which the discrimination between different states

comes from the adjustment of the strength of the field and only the geometry
of the field ionization electrodes determiRes the slew rate. On the othex hand
                                                                ;
Fig. 13(b) shows the piAsed field in which the discrimination cornes from the

adjustmeRt of the amp}itude of the pulse and the slew rate cait be coBtro11ed

by adjustment of the rising time of the pulse. Since both the slew rate and
iokization field cak be colttrolled by adjustment of the shape of the pulse,
the pu}sed field ioRization method is quite flexible and versatl}e.
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Figure 13: Shapes of applied electric field for the ionization region: (a) DC
field; (b) piilsed field.

2.4 ProductionofRydbergAtoms
   Rydberg atoms can be prodiiced by several ways . There are three meth-
ods for the production of Rydberg states often used.

1) electron impact

                           e- +A-A.e+e- (17)
2) charge exchaRge

                          A+ +B-Ane+B+ (18)
3) optica} exckation

                             hy+A mnt-, Ane (19)

   If the n N 100 seate of Rydberg atom is produced, the energy difference
between adjaeent ievels corresponds to about 30 li, eV. Since the teehnoiogy

to make such a monochromatic electron beam has not been established, in
the method of the eiectron impact nearly all eneTgetically possible states are

prodiiced and then the excited Rydberg states have a certain distributioR
for the principal quantum number n. In the charge exchaAge method, it is
not possible to produce the specified Rydberg level selectively, either. On
the other hand, the optical excitation d2ffers from coiiisional excitatioR iit

a fundamentai way; the exciting photon is absorbed by the target atom.
As a result, the energy of the absorbed photon specifies the Rydberg state
preduced. In contrast, specifying the energy of aR incoming electron does
not specify the eRergy of the RydbeTg state produced because there is Bo
way to control how the energy is shared between the incident electron and
the electroR which is excited to the Rydberg state [1]. rl]he optical excitation
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method is the most suitabie way foi' Åíhe selective production of the specified

Rydberg state.
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3 Experimental Setup and Procedure

3.1 Laser Excitation and Selective Field Ionization Re-
      gion

   [[ihe experimental setup used in the present experiment is shown in Fig.
14. Thermai Rb atoms in ground--state are passed through the iaser excita-
tioit Tegion and then the field ioRization regioR, which are 4 cm apart each
other. The whole voiume of the excltation and the field ionization regions axe

surrounded with three pairs of planer copper electrodes to compensate the
stray fieid in three axls and also to apply the pulsed electric field foT the ion-

ization. The selective fiel{[l ionization (SFI) electrodes conslst of two parallel

piates of li cm iength and 7 cm width, in one of which a fiRe copper-mesh
grid was incoyporated into the area of 2 Å~ 2 cm2. The distaRce between
the SFI eieÅëtrodes is 2cm and that of otheer paiTs of electrodes are 8 cm (for

the parailel plates to the atomic beam) and 12 cm (for the perpendlcular
plates). The SFI electrodes and the laser interaction region were attached
to a cold finger in a cryostat, thus the terr}peratikre caR be varied from room

temperature down to iower temperature wlth liqiAd N2 and He.

   The atoms are excked to the n Rydberg states at the iaser excitation
polRt and are ioRized at the field ionization point. As t}ie cw-Iasers are
used, the RydbeTg atoms axe produced continuously. rl"he atomic beam is
produced fTom an ovell at abont 400 K and the most probable velocity is 340
m/sec. The electrons produced by field ionization pass through the grid and
are detected wiÅíh a chanitel eiectron multiplier. Since the intake hole of the

channel electron muitip}ler (caiied "top") is set to a high voltage (N 300 V),

all of the electrons produced by ionization at the grid poytion at the mement
of applyiRg the ionlzation field, pasg, throug}} the grid and are detected with

the channel electron mukipiier. The distance between the mesh wires of
the grid is 1.27 mm/rnesh aRd the mesh diameter is O.29 mm, aRd thus the
acceptance of the grid is N 60 O/o.

3.2 Applied Pulse Shape for Field Ionization

   The pRAse shape applied for t}}e SFI electrode ls showB in Fig. 15. The
ionizatioR mainly occurs at the steep rise of the pulse cluriRg the time tf,
but the peak field can be kept for a time th (holding time) to ionize also Åíhe

states with loRger iife time than tf under the electric field. This poilit will be

discllssed ik section 5.4. By itsing the waveform generator, the slew rate of
the pulse can be iRcreased up to 50 V/(cm•u,sec). [I]ke applied electric field
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Figure 14: ExperimenÅía} setup for investigating the tlme evolution and the
fie}d ionization process nnder Åíhe pulsed electric field in high slew rate regime.
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Figure 16: Excitation diagram of 85Rb.

Ff is given by

                            Ff iiii vf/l, (20)
wherelis the distance of the SFI eiectrode,l :2cm, and then the slew rate
Sf is given by

                           Sf iiN Ff/tf. (21)
The pulse has a slow component (see Flg. 15) and thus it is possibie to change

the slew rate by two-step in one puise, for exampie, the slew rate is set low

near zero field and high near the ionization threshoid. This point will be dis-

cussed in section 4.3 and 5.2 in detaii. The pulse sequenee was prodi}ced with

a waveform generator NI541i (Nationai instrumeRts). Repetition rate of the
pulse was kept to 5 kHz so that the detection efflciency of the Rydberg states

is optimum fox the atoms with most probable velocity of 340 m/sec. Taking
into account the velociÅíy distribution of atoms and the detection efliciency in

the pulsed fieid ionization, the overail detection eMciency is estimated Åío be

26 %. However the overail detectioit efllciency can be increased ttp to N 75 e/o

by properly adjusting the georaetry of the electrodes and the pulse sequeRce.

3.3 LaserSetup
   [II"wo-step cw-laser excitation was adopÅíed to excite the Ryclberg nj' states
from the 5si/2 ground state of 85Rb thyough the 517312 second excited states.

Excitation diagram is shown in Fig. 16. . '
   A diede laser (780 nm for the first step excitatioR) and a dye laser (Co-
hereRt 899-21) of coumarin 102 excited by a Kr ioR laser (N 479 nm for the
second excitation) were used for the two step excitatioR scheme. The main
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Figure 17: Schematic diagram of the optica! setup.

reason to use the cw lasers to excite the Rydberg states instead of the usii-

ally adopted pulseci lasers is that we want to use this field ionizatioll scheme

for the selective ionization of highly excited Rydbexg states in a contin.?ro?ts

mode for the axion search experiment. The line wi(lths of the diode laser
and the dye laser are 30 MHz and 500 l<Hz, respectively. r]rhe power of the
diode laser is 30 mW at 780 nm and ÅíhaC of Åíhe dye laser is 200 rnW at 479
Rm alld at 3W of the Krion lase}" exeltatioR.

   The optica! setup is shown in Fig. 17. "I]}}e diode laser and Åíhe dye
laser are mixed outsicle the experimental chamber aRd then injected into
it. [l]he temperature and the current of the diode laser are eontrolled to
stabilize the waveleRgth. 'I["he operation vakies of them are -l7 OC and 135

mA respectively at 780 Rm. For fine-timing and locking the waveleBgth, the
following teclmique was used. A small fraction of Åíhe laser beam from the

bearn sampler is applied to the thermal atomic beam of Rb perpendicularly
Q.G.,-.doppler free) in another chamber. The atoms are excited to tke 5p312
state, and then decay to the 5si12 staÅíe again emitting the fluorescence. r]]he
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wavelength is locked to the 5si12 - 5p312 Åíransition with a lock--in-azmplifier

so as to keep the fiuorescence maximum by coRÅíro}liRg and feedbacking the
error signals to the diode ciirrent.

   The wavelength of the dye Iaser is stable enoiigh to be used for experiment

for more than several mimites, even if t}}ere is no extemai control. In order

to obtain the longer time stability further, the dye Iaser was a}so extemally

controlled with a PC as to be described in sectlon 3.5.

3.4 DataAcquisition
   The field ionization signals were detected aRd aRaiyzed with the Lab-
VIEW data acquisition system on a PC computer. The electroR sigitals
from the channel electron multiplier were amplified by a pre-amplifier A250

(AmpÅíek) and a main amplifier AN302/NL (ORTEC), and then fed to a
constant fraction discriininator 473A (ORTEC). rl"he signals were coimted
with digital I/O channeis in the data acquisitlon board PCI-6031E (NatioRal
IRstruments). The whole data was analyzed off-Iine as weii as on-line with

LabVIEW programs.

3.5 Experirr}entalProcedure
   The experimeitÅí is ca}nried out foliowing the proce(liire as follows.

1) Initial setting.

     The laser freqiieRcy (or wavelength) is set to near the objective tran-
     sitioB (for example, the 5p3/2 - 111s transition) by the intemal wave-
     length meter and coBtroller of the dye Iaser.

2) Laser scanning.
     The lasey is scanned in the di}"ection of increasiRg frequency externally

     by the step of 1 N 5 MHz by driving Åíhe scan-control voltage with an
     output from a PC and the fie}d ionizatioR signals are coimted. During
     this scanning, the pulse height of Åíhe field ionization voltage (vf in Fig.

     I5) is l<ept constant. In Fig. I8 an exarr}p}e of the ionization signals in

     the wide range of scaRning in the Starl< energy diagram is showR with
     coyresponding energy levels.

3) Peak hoiding.
     When the peak of signals for the objective level was found, then the
     scaB-control voltage is fixecko hold the freqiiency at this peak position.

4) Data taking for the ionizatioR spectrum.

  . The field ionizaÅíion counts aye measured by varying the amplitude
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     of the puise vf, while keeping vf/tf constaRt. In this process, the
     ionization spectrum is measiired as a function of the ionization fie}d,
     l7f = vf/l, for a certain s}ew rate, Sf =: Ff/tf. The slow component of
     the pulse, v,, is fixed to a certain value in one cycle of the data tal<ing.

5) Re-scannlng.
     After several data tal<ing for the ionization spectra, the laser is scanned

     again. The frequency scanning is carried out in a naryow range around
     the previoiis locl<ing .scan-control vo}tage followiRg the sequence 2).

[l]his procedure 2) - 5) is xepeated for some cycles automatically, keeping thus

the exciÅíation of the Rydberg states for a long time. After the cycleg,,the
parameters (SFI pulse shape, initial laser frequency, scaRning widÅíh aBd etc.)

are changed aind the procedure is repeated. Ail these processes aJre controlled

by a LabVIEW program system.
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4 Results

4.1 Field lenization Spectra

   'In Fig. 19 shown are typical field ionization spectra of 111p, 111s and
109d sÅíates as a function of the applied SFI field Ff defined in Eq. 20. Fig.

19(a) - (c) show raw data o})served. It is noted here that the SFI cietector
used in this experiment is of integral type iR a sense that the field ionization

signals are integrated with increasing the SFI field l7f and thus the derivative

of the observed speetra with respecÅí to the SFI fielci is the true coimts at

each bin which is shown in Fig. i9(d) - (f). The ionization threshold E, is
defined at a peak value in such derivative speetrum. rlihese results in Fig. 19

were obtained with the slew rate Sf of the pulse (defined in Eq. 21) of 11
V/(cm•Ii,s) and without the slow'component v. of the pulsed field. The}-e ave

some important points from these spectra as fo11ows.

1) Each spectrum has a siRgle peal< of the ionization thres}}old.

     Although the SFI field Ff were extended to 20 V/cm, each spectrum
     has oRly oRe promineRt peak of the ionjzatioR threshold. Flg. 20 is .a
     examp}e of Åíhe spectrum shown to 20 V/cm for 111p state.

2) The speetra of p and s states are quite diiifereRt.

     [I"he spectra of ?7 aRd s states have quite different ionization threshold

     and that of s tmd d states have the same iollization thresholds. The
     transitional behavior (as clesci"ibed Iater in s and p states) in the 109d

     state is also the same as in the s state.

3) The spectra of s and d have small peaks iR lower field regioR.
     rl["he SFI field va}ues of these peal<s are coincident with that of the ion-

     ization threshold for p state. This part of sigRal counts is coRsidered
     to be due to the effect of blackbody radiations which induce the tran-
     sition from the initial s state to the nearly p states for the reasons as

     deseribed in section 5.1.

   In Fig. 21 showB are field ionization speetra of 111p and 111s states as
a funetion of the SFI fie}d 1?f, which were measured by varying the slew
rate Sf of Åíhe pulse. rlihe spectra foy p state are shown in solid lines and

s state broken lines, where the spectra for eaeh state taken separateJy are
superposed upon each other in these speetra. Iilere the slow component of
the pulsed field v. was set to zero.

   The remarl<able points observed from these spectra are as follows.

1) Each spectyum }}as a single peal< of the ionization thi-eshold in the wicle

     slew rate range.
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Figure 19: [l"ypical field ionization spectra for the 111p, 111s aRd i09cl states;

(a) - (c) show raw data observed, whiie (d) - (f) were obtained by ta}<ing
derivatives of the raw data.
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Figiire 20: Typlca} fie}d lonization spectrum extended
field for the lilp state (corresponding to (d) iR Fig. i9)

only one prorainent peal< of ionization thyeshold.

to 20 V/cm of SFI
. The spectrum has
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Figure 21: Field ionization spectra for the 111p and llls states measuTed by
varying slew rate, values of which are shown at the right side of each spectra.

The spectra for each state (p and s) tal<en separately are superposed upon
each other in these spectra. For the s state in c and the p sÅíate iB e the
peal< width is broader, since they are in the transitioRal stage between two
discrete ionization thresholds.
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b and d are transitional stages for the s and p states, respectively.
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     In these spectra, oniy one prominent peal< was fouitd as the threshold
     electyic field excepÅí in some transitional stages (s state in Fig. 21c aRd

     p state in Fig. 21e).

2) The ionizaÅíion threshold changes diseretely with varying slew rate.

     The SFI fieid value at the peak changes discretely to a smaller value
     at a particular slew rate with increasing siew rate. This chtmge was
     observed for both the p ancl s states.

3) There observed some SFI signals at the lower field region (1.2 N 3.0 V/cm)

     iit the SFI spectTum of s state.

     Tl}e signai peak at this portion changed discretely with the slew yate
     as in the same manRer as of the 7) state. As describe(l above, it will be

     discussed for these signals in section 5.1.

1) and 2) will be discussed in section 5.3. In Fig, 22 shown aye the spectra
for the 120p and 120s states.
   In Fig. 23 show}k aTe the slew raÅíe depeiicience of the ionization threshold

E. for the 98p, 98s, llip, 111s, 120p and 120s states. As the slew rate
increase, aÅí first the ionizatioi} threshold of the p state goes down to the

lower vaiue and then that of tke s state goes down iater. In between these
two transitlons with the slew rtxt,e, difference in the t,hreshold value for the

two states in the fieid ionization becomes the largest. For example, at the
slew rate of 11 V/(cm•Irs, ) the eleetric fleld necessary to ionize the 111p state

is l.7 V/cm, while the value is 5.2 V/ciin for the 111s state (shown in Fig.
23 as a comrnent "best separation"), then the differeRce is (5.2 - 1.7)/1.7 N

200 t/o (correspoRding to the spectra (c) ancl (d) iR Fig. 19 and d iR F'ig. 21).

Here the critlcal slew rate S. is clefu}ed as the value at whieh the transition of

the SFI fieid just starts to a new vahie and aÅí which the txansition just ends
(see lower flgure of Fig. 23). The crjtical slew rate for the s state is higher

than that for the p state, aRd both of theiir} become lower with increasing the

principal quantum number n (see section 4.2).

4.2 nDependence
   In Fig. 24 shown are the n dependence of the seiective field ionization
(SFI) thTesho!d F, (as defined in section 4.1) for the p and s staÅíes. The

horizontal aixis is taken to the effective principal quantum number n' (==
n- 6E). rl]he parameters 5o, 62 . . . in Eq. 2 for 85Rb are giveii in r]]able 1 [3i].

The SFI fields on the figure aye those whieh correspoizd to peal< position of
the ionizatien signals. (a) and (b) in the upper figure of Fig. 24 show the

higher threshold and iower threshold for the s state respectively alld in a
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Discreee two values of the SFI field observed are plotted together with the
fitted lines of n-dependeRce. (a) and (b) show the values for the s state
(bxol<en line), and (c) and (d) for the p state (solid line). (a) and (c) show

the higher ionization thresholds, aRd (b) and (d) show the lower thresholds
(see lower figtire of Fig. 23).
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similar way (c) and (d) show the higher and the lower for the p state (see
section 4.l and Fig. 23). These values vary qiiite reguiarly with n ranging

from 95 to 147; the SFI threshold can be well fitted to the following formula,

               (a) F. = (72Å}o i) Å~ (i"i*o)'3 "thO'v/cm, (22)

               (b)F. :(4 7Å}o 1) . (lno"o)-` ethOi v/,., (23)

for the s state and

               (,)F. .. (32Å}o1).(lno'o)"39Å}eiv/,., (24)

               (d) F. = (2 3Å}o i) Å~ (i"o' *o)-` 2Å}02 v/cm, (2s)

for the p state, The depen(lence is roughly consistent with the expecte(l
dependence of the classical ionization threshold on the energy of the ievels
-2vXIiF, thus on n-4.

   In Fig. 25 showR are the n depeitdence of the critical slew rate S. for
the p and s sSates. The horizontal axis ls taken to the effecÅíive p}'incipai

quantum number n' (= n- 6e). ']]wo kinds of Åíhe critical slew rate values as

defined ilt section 4.1 are shown in Fig. 25. (a) and (l)) show the higher and

the lower critical slew rate values for the s state and (c) and (d) the higher
and tl}e lower foy the ?) state (see section 4.1 aRd Fig. 23). The critical siew

rate values aiso vary quiee regularly with n. The ci"itical slew rate are weil

represented by

           (a) s. = (23 gÅ}is) Å~ (ino'o)-2 8Å}O`v/(cm•fi,sec), (26)

           (b)s, == (is.6Å}os) Å~(i"o*o)-28th02v/(cm pt,sec), (27)

for the s state and

           (c) s, = (ii 3Å}o 3) Å~ (ino*o)H3 9Å}e2v/(cm•/,,,ec), (2s)

           (d)s, -- (s2,lto2) Å~(i"o*o)-39t02v/(cm.p,sec), (2g)

for the p state.

   These results indicate that this transitioRai behavior is quite geiteral for

a wide range of principal quantum mimber n and thiis can be app}ieabie to
se}ectiveiy ionize the p and s states for a wide range of higher excited states.
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4.3 Effect of Slow Component

   The above results were ali obtained without the slow component v, of
the pulsed field. Switching on this valae, the transitioRal behavior of the s

state xemains Åíhe same, while that of the p state changes drastieally as in
the fo11owing: When the applied siow coiinpoitent field with its siew rate less

than 1 mV/(cm•/i,sec) exceeds the first avoided crossing field (for example,
rv 75 mV/cm foy the 111p state), the traRsitlonal behavior changes abruptly,
becoming the same as of the s state. Example of this process is shown iR Fig.

26 where the spectra for the 111p states were obtained by varying the slow
componeRt of the applied electric fields, F, == O, 50, 75, 100, 150 mV/cm,
respeetively. This field ionization behavior will be discussed iR section 5.3.
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ofn =60
: Measured scalar polarizabilities for the s an

- 150.

d p states in the region

4.4 StrayField

   As seen ln the above resuits, the p state was observed in this experiment
in spite of the forbidden 5p312 -- np transition in zero field. Thls excitation

is due to the fact that there exists a stray field in Åíhe }aser excitatioii re-

gion Åíhroughout the experiment. If there exists the stray field ln the laser
excitaÅíion region and its value exceeds the first anti-crossing field of the p

state, the state excited will not be a pure p state, but mixed staies with Åíhe

manifold. DuriBg the course of the present experimeRt, stray field of up Åío
80 mV/cm was someÅíimes found to appear in the interaction region. In spite
of the installe(i electrodes Åío compensate the stray field (see section 3.1 aitd

Fig. 14), we did not apply aRy compeRsaÅíioll potentials in siich cases, biit

always renewed the SFI electrodes to l<eep the stray field less thaR about 15

mV/em in Åíhe interaction region. This is because any static field applied for

compcnsation maJ.r affcct thc cxpcrimcntal obg.crvationg. ag. actually veriflcd

as above. IR the observed stray field, the p state with n less than 120 is we}l

separated from the adjacent manifold levels.

   The stray field in the laser exciÅíation region were detei"mined by mea-

s"ring the level distance between the s and p states in the laxser frequency
scanning process (see sectioR 3.5 ancl Fig. 18). We measi,ired the scalar pe

larizab!llties for the s and pu states in Eq. I2 ix another experimental setup
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[35]. TakiRg these parameters and Eq. 12 iRto accoimt, the electTie fie}d in

the }aser excitatioR region is calculated from the level distance. In Fig. 27

shown is the results of the measuremeRt of the scalar polarizabilities ln the

region of n =: 60 - 150. [["he detailed discussion on the results will be reported

elsewhere [35].
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5 Discussion

5.1 Selectivity in the Field Ionization

   As described in IntrodiictioR, the first purpose in this experiment is to
establish a way to detect siich higher excited states selectivelywith the pulsed

field ionization method. The separation between the ionization thresholds
for the p and s states should be maximized in the selective field ionization.

As seen in sectlon 4.1 and in Fig. 23, the separation becomes quite large by
selecting the optimum slew rate. For example, the difference in the ionization
f}eld is bJ 200 e/e for the p aBd s sÅíates, qiiite large compared to the case of

adiabatic traRsition in which the difference would be only 5 91o for the stat,es

at n rv 110.

   It shou}d also be lioted here that the transitional behavior in the 109d
state is similar to that in the s state as mentioned above (see section 4.l and

Flg. 19). This result indicates that the transitional behavior depends on the

eRergy positioR of the states relative to the adjacent manifo}d. The upper
positioned state p (see Fig. 4) shows different transitiona} l)ehavior from t,he

lower positioRed s aRcl d states. Here the v.7)?per - s7de levels are referred to

the state with the quantum defeet value ]6Kmod 1) 2 O.5.

   Related to the selectiviÅíy in t}}e Rydberg states, it shou!d be noted that
there observed some SFI sigRals at the lower field region (l.2 AJ 3.0 V/cm)
in the SFI speetrum for the s state (see section 4.1, Fig.19, and Fig.21). The

signal peal< at this portion chaRged discrete}y with slew rate as in the same

manner as of the pu state. This part of signal counts ls coRsidered Åío dike
to the effect of blackbody radiations which induce the transition from the
initia} s state to the p states. In fact Åíhe counts at this porkion measured by

varying the temperature of the exciÅíation-deÅíection region from 120 K to 40

K was foimd to depend linearly on the temperature as expected. IR IFig. 28
shown is the temperakire dependence of the ratio of the SFI signal at the
lower field regioR to the total signal in the SFI spectrum for the llls state.

The observed transition rate to the p state is in roughly agreement in its
abso}ute values and iR good agreement in its temperature dependence with
the theoretical predictions. [l]his agreement indicates also that the selectivity

of the excited states with the field ionization method in the piAsed electric

field regime is quite good even at such highly excitecl region. [l]ke detailed
discussion on the s to p transitions and the effect of blackbody radiations
will be reported else" here [36].
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5.2 Effect of Slow Component in Pulsed Electric Fie}d

   In Fig. 29 shown is the Starl< energy diagram near the 108 manifold in
85Rb. In the upper figure the whole diagram incliiding ehe ionlzation region

is shown and the lower one is an expaRded diagram for the region of Iow
electric field. r]]he arrows indieate the possible trajeetories for the "purely

adiabatic" (2 and 3) and the "purely (liabatic" (1 and 4) (see section 2.3). To

achieve the best separation in t}}e ionizatioB field beÅíween the p and s states,

the trajectory 1 for the p state and 4 for the s state are preferable. According

to the simple argriment in section 2.3, in order to trace tke erajeetory 1, it

is expected that Åíhe slew rate is low enough at the first avoided erossing
(indicated by a circle) and extremely high aÅí all other c:ossings. In the case

of the 111p state, then the vahie of the slow component v, of the applied field

ionizatioR pulse shou}d be }ocated between 75 mV (the first crossilig) and 110

mV (the second crossing). In the actual siÅíuatioii, however, Åíhe ionization

spectrum of the 111p state was the same as Åíhat of the 111s state ln the
con(lition described above. This result indicates t}}at once the firsÅí anti-

crossing is traversed adiabaticaliy and the state is mixed with the adjacent
manifold }evels, thexx the following SFI behavior for the p state imderthe high

slew rate regime chaRges completely, Tesulting no difference in their behavior

between the states of opposite pos2Åíions to the adjacenÅí manifold.

5.3 IonizationThreshold
   As described iR section 4.1, ehe ionization spectrnm has only one promi-
neRt peak and the ionization th}"eshold changed discreÅíely to a smaller value

with increasing slew rate for both the p and s states. The peak field does
neither correspond exactly to the expected position from the purely adia-
batic (paths 2 or 3 in Fig. 29), nor the purely diabatic transitions (paths 1

or 4) leadiRg to the reddest or bluest trajectory in the adjacent manifold;
the expected fields for these paths (1 to 4) in n = 108 (correspoRding to the

,adjacent manifold of llls and 111p states from the quantum defect values
in Rb) are 1.8, 2.4, 2.4, and 4.2 V/cm respectively, whiek should be com-
pared to the observed field values of 1.7 and 5.2 V/cm for the p and s states,

respectively.

   This behavior is quite different from those of the previous experimefits
for the lower n Rydberg states (n < 70) in pulsed electric field (sodium in
[25,26,27,281, potassiiim in [291, indium in [30]). rl]he ionizatioB spectra in

these experiment were foulld to change continuoiisly with increaslng slew
rate and have multiple peal<s distributed continuoiisly between the "purely
adiabatic'; and the "purely diabatic" peaks (see Fig. 5 a[nd 12).
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5.4 Effect of Holding Time

   Ilt hydrogenie atoms the blue states of maRifold have long lifetime as
described in secÅíion 2.3. Thiis to checl< whether the behavior of the blue
states is liydrogenic or non-hydrogenic, the SFI kave to be examined up Åío
the long lifet,ime regime. The decay rate r of the blRe states in the electric

field by the timneling process, estimated from Åíhe hydrogenic approximation,

is giveR by

      (4R)2n2+m+1
r=     n3n2!(n2 + m)!

    Å~ exp (vegR - n34F (34n3 + 34n2 m, + 46n2 + 7m,2 " 237n, + {ll3L)) , (3o)

where .R == (-2W)312Fmi (cited froi[} Ref.[37]). For nN lll the decay rate is

m"ch higher than 5Å~ 103 svei. Sinee the applied SFI pulse caB hold the elecÅíric

field Ff during the time th (see Fig. 15), it is possible to observe possible

contyibutions of the levels with long lifetirne in the pulsed electric fie}d. The

SFI spectra observed with the ho}ciing time th extenclecl up to 200 p,s showed
no distinguishable differeRce from those taken with the shoyt ho}ding time of

1 p,s, indicating all the states lonized have decay lifetime shorter thaR 1 /Ls in

the electric field. Also we observed xxo sigRificant SFI-signals over 20 V/cm

iR the spectxa measured as described in sectioll 4.1 (see Fig. 20). Therefore

the ionization process for the states along the bhie line (trajectory 1 in Fig.

29) is not due to the tunneling proeess but of antoionizatioR-lil<e one diie

to their mixiBg to the red continnum, even though siich coupliBg beeoming
weal<er as n increases [1].

5.5 Incoherent Process
   These experimental results for the transitional behavior described above
are in general not in agi"eement with simple predicÅíions from the incohe}"ent

contributions of adiabatic and non-adiabatic transition processes. First, con-
sider a model caleulated by }i{armin and Prlce [381 for the incoherent process,

to compare with the experimental results. In the model the mixing of Ryd-
berg manifolds, induced by a ramped electric field (S = dF/dt :constant),
is modeled by interactions among two intersecting groiips of parallel energy
levels. The Ievels form a grid, each node of whieh is treated as an iso}ated
two-level Landaii-Zenei" antierosslng, characterized by the diabatic traiisition

probabilky D.
   In Fig. 30 shown is the Landau-Zener gri{i ln the inodel calculate(i by
Harmin and Price. The left figure shows the Stark eRergy diagram for the n
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Figure 30: Landau-Zener grid in the model calculated by Harmin (cited from
Ref. [38] ).

and n+ 1 Rydberg states and the right figure shows the Landau-Zener grid of
identical anticrossings formed by two interacting manifolds of parallel energy
levels, The right figiire shows the detail in the area indicated with solid line

in the left figure. Up- and down-going levels are labeled m = O,1,.., and
m' = O', 1', . . ., respectively. Generation number N = rn +m' is proportional

to the electric field and thus to the time, and vertical scale Ii == m' - m is

proportional to intersection energies. In the bluest level of the n manifold
(7n, = O line), taking into ni - n2 == n - 1 account in Eq. 9, the level slope

dWi in Eq. 13 is give by

                         ddWFi=;n(n-1). (31)

And in the reddest Ievel of the n+1 manifold (m' = O' Iine), taking into

ni - n2 == -(n + 1) aecount in a similar way,

                        ddWt2 = -;n(n + 1). (32)

Taking the isolated avoided crossing of magnitude wo between two levels as
rv l61/n4 [38], the diabatic transition probability D in Eq. 14 is given,

                      D= exp (-2T3k6h2,,), (33)
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aBd the adiabatic transition probability A == 1 - D. In Åíhe case of slew rate

N 20 V/(cm•Ixsec) at n rv 100, the probability of diabatic transition D is
quite high, reaÅëhing N 99.80/o.

   In the incoherent time evolution, a transition probabiliÅíy for a certain
avoided crossing is calculated independently ef inte:actions from other cross-
ings. For example, the Åíota} transition probability for the trajectory indicated

as an arrow in the right figure of Fig. 30 is given by, D•A•A•D•D•A•D•A• =
D4A4. Since the energy levels are ln parallel and the slew rate is assumed to

be constant, D and A are constant at all the avoided crossiBgs.
   In Fig. 31 showR is the probabi}ky of axriving at intersectioR [7n,, 7n,'] on

a Landau-Zener grid calculated by ffarmiR and Price [38]. The iRitial level
is the bluest }evel of the n maRifold (77?. = O). In the case of higher (liabatic

transitioit probability (see (a)), the probability distributes aleng the bluest

Ievel (m, == O), i.e., it approaches t}}e purely diabatic trajectory described

above, and in the case of lowei" cliabatic transition, it distributes aroimd the

center of the diagram (m, = mi i.e., the purely adiabatic trajectory.
   We calculated the ionization spectra further in detail [39] based on the
LaRdau-Zener formula. In this calculatioR the actual energy levels of 85Rb

were taken iRto account by assuming each crossing to be isolated. The transi-

tions at each crossing was evaluated with a rv'Ionte Carlo simulatioR meÅíhod.
Thus the time evohition behavior of 85Rb Rydberg states calculated here is

much more realistic than the simple model describe above. In Fig. 32 shown
are the expected ionization spectra with the model. The figures (a) - (c) show

the spectra for the bhiest state in n = I08 manifold with D = O.999, O.99, O.9,
and ((l) - (e) for the reddest state, respectively. Accorciing to the calculation,

1) only in the extremely high slew-rate case, D =: O.999, the spectrum has
     a single and sharp peal< for each state aRd the bluest and the reddest
     states have well separate(l threshold vahies in field ionization,

;z the ioRization specÅíra contimkously vary with decreasing slew rate,

and with increasing slew rate, the ionization thxeshold for the bluest state

  becomes lower, while tkat for the reddest state becomes higher.

Contrary to these predictions, the ionization thresholds for both the p and s

states were foui}d to change discretely in the present experiment and become
lower with increaf ing ,siew rate.

   Considering the above discrepancy between the observed ionizatlonJbe-
havior altd the predictions based on the incoherent process, more refined
treatmeRt for tl}e field ionization processes have to be invoked. In the Rext

section therefore the effect of coherent tlme evolution wi}l be considered
                                                                '
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for the reddest state.
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since many number of Starl< ieve}s are excited aloRg the applied electric field

akd these energy ievels experience the enormous mimber of the Stark level
crossings up to t}}e time to be ionized.

5.6 Coherent Time Evolution
   Following the work for the incohereRt process, Harmin [23] examined co-
herent time evohiÅíion on a grid of LaRdau-ZeRer anti--crossing under a iinear

ramped electric field in which each manifold levels are treated as linear in
time, parallel, and equaily spaced and infinite Riimber. The time developmeRt

of an lnitially populated state is then governed by two Ieve} Landau-Zener
transitions aÅí avoided crossings and adiabaÅíic evoiutiolt between them. In
the treatment ke l<eptthe Landai}-Zener approximatioll but ;estored interfey-
ence effects to describe coherent time evo}ution. The key pararr}eters in this

model study are i)the Laltdau-Zeney transition probabilities D for making
a diabatic transition pTocess at the avoided crossing ti-aversa}s altd 2) the

dynamical phase uBit go. The phase imit go ls the area covered by the pair of

tke adjacene up- and down-going levels. In coherent process the parameters
d and a,, which are the diabatic and adiabatic tr?msitiolt matrix elemeRts,
respectively, have to be tal<en iRÅío account coheyeRtiy. Here the parameters

d aRd a, are given by

                       al= exp (- ff l;'mwwnXl), (34)

                          a,= (1-d2)i12, (35)
where vmmt = <777,IAIn?,'> is an interaction between two intersecting energy

levels n?, and 7n,' and p, p' are the Ievel slopes. Then D and A are represented

by D -- d2,A= a,2 -- 1-D.
   In Fig. 33 shown is Åíhe Lanciau-Zeiter grid in the model calculated for
the coherent time evolution (cited from ReÅí[23]). In the left figure of Fig.

33 shaded area shows a dynamical phase unit q and in the rjght figiire two
interfering paths fi-om t}}e initial ievel 77?, : O at iRtersection [O, O'l to iip-going

level n7, =: 4 at intersectiolt [4,6'l (with regard to the notation of 7n, and n?1,

see section 5.5). The so}id arrow shows one of possible paths j' from [O, O'] to

[4,6']. 'Iihe path has area 17go (shaded), and its amplihide of wavefunction
is -d4a,6eii7'9. It is noted that d aRd a, are siimmed up in the coherent

process, while D and A are summed up iR the incoherent process. The brol<en
arrow shows aiiotheT paÅíh i. It has area 12sLn (shade(l) and its arr}plitude is
-d8a,2eii29. The difference of their actions fdt[ltVj,(t) - LV,•(t)] = 5q is the

net area eRclosed by the loop formed by patht 1" and 1". The total amplitude
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 Figure 33: Landau-Zener grid in the coherent model (cited from Ref. [23]).

A..,(d, {,o) for all paths from [O,O'] that arrive at [77?,,7ri.'] is given by

          Amm' (di 9) = 2 I Cj (th., )1(-1)U'

                      j
                      x exp (7i f,,::, M' dt [Wo (t) - W,- (t)]) , (36)

where Co-(t) is the amplitude for each path as funetion of time. The total
probability P.., (d, q) is then given by summing up all the relevant ampli-

tudes coherently,

                  '          Pmm' (d, `p) = 22 ICj(t,-..,)Cj,(t,m.,)1(-1)Uj+Uj'

                      j' j''
                      x exp (i f,:,',", M' dt [W,v (t) r Wo' (t)]) , (37)

where ICJ- (t7..,)[ is a product of m+ m' factors of d's and a's, and u,j is ehe
number of up-to-up traversals of avoided crossings along path o' [23].

   During an interval ti S t S t2, any two distinet paths between [mi,"7,1]

and [m2,m'2] will accumulate dynamical phases that interfere as gauged by

the phase difference

                        AÅë-,f,l2 dtAE(t) (3s)

for thc two paths. This ovcrall diffcrcncc in phag. e advance AÅë for two paths

from zero to the ionization field is equal to the sum of the phase units {p in
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the whole area covered by the two paths. in the actual Stark eRergy-field
grid system, the phase units goi are not a constaRt but vary with respective

 anti-crossings i. In this equaily-spaced mode}, go is estimated approximately

by
                                  1
                                                              (39)                            9N                                3SnlO '

where S is the slew raÅíe of the appiied eleetyic fieid F, an(l cl is giveR by

                          d== exp(-Ti2go) (40)

where 6 is an average low-e quanti}in defecÅí.

   The probabiiity D increases monotonicaily with increasing slew rate,
while the overal! differeRce in phase advance AÅë of the state wavefunction
throilgh the grid is effective in moduio 2T and strongly affects the coherent

nature of the process through the interference beÅíween many states populated
along the way of eraversals in the applied eiectric field [23].

   IR Fig. 3tl shown are the contoiir plots of total probabilities .P,nm,(d, go)

for totally constructive inteyfere,nce (p = O(mod27r) and various values of
the diabatie transition probability D = (12 (cited fi"om Ref.[23]). The initial

level is up-going state, m, : O at the intersectioR with m,' = O. Since go =

O(mod2T), alkhe reievant wavefimtions are in pase, aitd thus the cohereBt
effect is observed most clearly. In the case ef highly diabatic transition
probability (see (e)), the pyobability distributes a}oRg the bluest ievel (n?, =

O), i.e., it approaches the piireiy diabatic trajectory, and in the case of low

diabatic traRsition probability (see (e)), iÅí distributes around the center of

the diagraim (m = mi i.e., the purely adiabaÅíic trajectory.

   In Fig. 35 shown are the three-dimensional aRd contour plots of total
probabilities R,.•.,(d, go), for fixed y) = 7r/4 ancl larger values of the diabatic

transition probability D =: d2 (cited from Ref.[23]). With the cliabatic transi-

tioR pyobability approaching 1, frorn (a) to (c) ln Fig. 35, R.., (d, p) becornes

markedly asymmetric, peaking preferentially along loci of levels nearly parai-
le} to one another ancl to the originai m = O level, thereby forming `Cresona,nce

la,nes" on the grid [23].

   In the present experimental setup with slew i-ate N 20 V/(cm•y.s) at n N

100, the probability of diabaÅíic transition D is quite high, reaclAng N 99.8"/o

from the above estimation so that our case corresponds to the diabatic limit

in Harmin's treatment in a good approximation.
. Taking the qiiantum defect values of low e states into aecount, estimated
phase unit q varles from 10'2 to 10-3 with increasing e}ectric fieid. ']]he num-

ber of avoided crossings traversed betweeR zero field and the fieid ionization
xegion ilt Rb is estimated to be Nbi., tv 900(n/100)2, N,,d N 1150(n/100)2
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for the up- (b}uest) and (lown- (reddest) goiRg trajectories, respectively. At

the region of n N 110, this number of anti-crossing Åíraversals siiggests that

the phase advance is over 27r at some field value. When this resonaRce coR-
dition is fulfilled, the con,structive interfei'eRce between the many mimbe}" of

Stark states aioRg t}ie adyaRce of the pulsed electric field may result in one
prominent peak in the sf} fie}d. IB Harinin's analysis [23], the population of

the states under the eiectric field was foiiiid to make a seyies of resoRaRces in

a form of la,nes along the up- or down-going dlrections of the iTiitially excited

state at zero field.

   This gelte:al feature in the diabatic limiÅí seems to be satisfie(i experimen-

tally, since a discxete seqiieRce of SFI th}"eshold field was foulld, depending

oR the s}ew rate. However there is a significant difference iB Che experimental

observations compared Åío the model calculatioll iR that the observed SFI field

values for both the s and p states decrease with increasing slew rate. Con--
trary to this observatien, the modei calculation predicts that with increasing

slew rate, Åíhe most populated state approaches Åío the limiting trajectory iR
the manifold, i.e., to the biiiest state for the up-going initial state or the red-

dest state for the down-going initial state, depending on the direction (up-
or down-going) of the initial staÅíe.

   The above discrepancies between the observed resiilts and the sirnple
model calculations indicate that Haxminis calculation based on the quite
simp}e grid structiire is too naive to reproduce t}}e actual cohereRÅí time
evolutioR in high slew rate regime. To provide enough interpretatioi} for the

experimentah"esuiÅí further in detail, more elaborate caiculations taking into

account the actikal Statk energy behavior of the atom,s are to be reqiiired.
Concluding this section, in the preseRt experiment only one promineRt peak
for the ioRization spectTum and the discrete traBsitioB of the SFI thresho}d

with siew rate in the wide range of n ill the high}y excited Rydberg states
have been observed. rl"hese }"esiilt are iRconsistent with the preclictioll of the

incoherent modei calculation, and the discrete traRsitioR of the SFI threshold

field with slew rate observed in the present experimeRt is considered to be a
manifestation of Åíhe C`resona,nce la,nes" in Harmin's model. Thus iÅí is strongly

suggested that the cohereRt interference effect iR the tlme evoiution ttRder
the pulsed electric field plays deeisive role for the traRsitional behavior in the

highly excited Rydberg states.
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6 Conclusion
   In conclusion, we have invesÅíigated the properties of highly excited Ry-
dberg states to establlsh the way to detect high}y excited states selectively

with pulsed field ionization raethod and eo see the possib}e coherent effect

in highly excited Rydberg states with n > 90 in the pulsed electric field.
The experimentai resuits have been obtained for the Rydberg states with
the principa} quantum number n == 98 - 150 in 85Rb.

   For the first time, we observed only one promiRent peak in the SFI spec--
trum and a discrete transition of the SFI threshold fielcl wiÅíh slew rate. The

2onizatloR threshold changed to lower va}ue with increasiRg slew raee for both
the p and s states. T}}e ioRization threshold values and the critical slew rates

depend on the energy position of the low e states reiative to the adjacent
manifold on the Starl< map. Thls transitiolial behavior in the field ioniza-

tloR shows regrilar dependence on the principai quantum mimbeT n, thus
indicating that this behavior is quite general and applicabie to a wide range

of highly excited Rydberg states. From these observations, two importaBt
points should be noted:
   First, the traRsitional behavior observed here bxings us a new powerful
method to se}ectively field-ionize the low e states from the many close-lying

states, thus opening a new way to appiy the highly excited Rydberg states
to fundarriental physics research. One of the exampie of siich applicaÅíions
is to search for dark matter axioRs with a Rydberg-atom cavity detector
[15,16,17,18,19]. IR our axioR experiment, the SFI system imsiRg the piilsed
electric fleld is playing the importanÅí role: by selecting the shal)e of the pulse

of the applied electric field properly, the differences in the fieici ionizatioB

vahies between the adjacent ieve}s can be iarge enough, for example, the value•

foT the llls state is as three times as that for the 111p state. Ftirthermore,

the regular dependence on n in the wide range of n = 98 - 150 assures us
that the present detector can be applicable to the wide range of axion rnass.

   Second, the behavior of hlghly excited Rydberg state imder the pulsed
electric field described above is inconsisteitt with the incoherent model calcu-

latioRs and strongly suggests thae the coherent interference effect in the time

evolution on the grid of anti-crossings under the pulsed eiectric fieid piays
decisive role for the occurrence of siich transitioRal behavior.
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